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Retrieval of Cirrus Cloud Properties From the
Atmospheric Infrared Sounder: The k-Coefficient

Approach Using Cloud-Cleared Radiances as Input
Steve S. C. Ou, Brian Kahn, Kuo-Nan Liou, Yoshihide Takano, Mathias M. Schreier, and Qing Yue

Abstract—We have developed a k-coefficient retrieval approach
for Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) observations, using
AIRS cloud-cleared radiances (ACCRs) as input. This new ap-
proach takes advantage of the available ACCR, reduces com-
putational expense, offers an efficient and accurate cirrus cloud
retrieval alternative for hyperspectral infrared (IR) observations,
and is potentially applicable to the compilation of a long-term
cirrus cloud climatology from hyperspectral IR observations.
The retrieval combines a lookup-table method coupled to a
residual minimization scheme using observed cloudy and cloud-
cleared AIRS radiances as input. Six AIRS channels between
766 and 832 cm−1 with minimal water vapor absorption/emission
have been selected, and their spectral radiances have been demon-
strated to be sensitive to both cirrus cloud optical depth (τc)
and ice crystal effective particle size (De). The capability of
the k-coefficient approach is demonstrated by comparison with
a more accurate retrieval program, which combines the delta-
four stream (D4S) approximation with the currently operational
Stand-alone AIRS Radiative Transfer Algorithm (SARTA). The
distribution patterns and the range of retrieved cloud parameters
from the k-coefficient approach are nearly identical to those from
SARTA+D4S retrievals, with minor differences traced to uncer-
tainties in parameterized cloudy radiances in the k-coefficient
approach and in the ACCR. The k-coefficient approach has also
been applied to four AIRS granules over North Central China,
Mongolia, and Siberia containing a significant presence of cirrus
clouds, and its results are quantitatively compared to simultane-
ous Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer/Aqua cirrus
cloud retrievals. Finally, AIRS retrieved τc and De are consistent
with the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observations (CALIPSO) and CloudSat derived values for semi-
transparent cirrus clouds, with more significant differences in
thicker cirrus and multilayer clouds.

Index Terms—Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS), cirrus
clouds, cloud-cleared radiances, ice crystal mean effective di-
ameter, k-coefficient approach, Moderate Resolution Imaging
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Spectroradiometer (MODIS), optical depth, satellite remote sens-
ing, Stand-alone AIRS Radiative Transfer Algorithm (SARTA),
δ-four stream (D4S) method.

I. INTRODUCTION

C IRRUS clouds are important regulators of the global
radiation budget and climate. Based on satellite and

ground-based observations, cirrus clouds cover 20%–30% of
the Earth and up to 70% of the tropics at any given time. Since
the atmospheric and surface radiative budget in cirrus cloudy
conditions depends on cirrus cloud optical and microphysical
parameters, it is necessary to determine the long-term statistics
of these cirrus cloud parameters for input into detailed broad-
band radiative transfer models (RTMs) for computing cirrus
cloud radiative forcings.

For mapping cirrus cloud fields, various satellite and air-
borne remote sensing approaches, including both solar and
thermal infrared (IR) window two-channel correlation methods
[1]–[3] and the 1.38-μm reflectance method [4], have been
developed to retrieve optical and microphysical properties of
cirrus clouds. Operational programs for global satellite remote
sensing of these parameters using the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data [5]–[7] and the split-
window approach [8] for estimating cloud-top temperature
and 11-μm cloud emissivity using the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data have been developed.
The split-window approach generates the effective extinction
coefficient ratio based on the single-scattering theory, using the
MODIS bulk single-scattering property models [9], and it has
been recently applied to produce a 30-year cloud climatology
of the AVHRR Pathfinder Atmospheres Extended (PATMOS-x)
data set and to the processing system of Clouds from AVHRR
Extended. In addition, the Visible/Infrared Imager Radiometer
Suite instrument on board the National Polar-Orbiting Opera-
tional Environmental Satellite System [10] Preparatory Project
(NPP) satellite uses solar- and IR-based retrieval algorithms for
cloud-top parameters and cloud optical properties that follow
the fundamental principles of the heritage AVHRR and MODIS
algorithms [11]–[15].

A few cirrus cloud remote sensing programs based on Atmo-
spheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) thermal IR window (TIRW)
data have been developed, e.g., [16]–[18]. In particular, a thin
cirrus cloud thermal IR RTM has been constructed for applica-
tion to the remote sensing of thin cirrus clouds [19]. This ra-
diation model combines the operational Optical Transmittance
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(OPTRAN) model [20] and a thin cirrus cloud parameteriza-
tion using a number of observed ice crystal size and shape
distributions. Previous numerical simulations [21], [22] show
that cirrus cloudy radiances in the 800–1130-cm−1 TIRW are
sufficiently sensitive to variations in cirrus optical depth (τc)
and small ice crystal mean effective diameter (De < 50 μm),
as well as in ice crystal shape, if appropriate shape distribution
models are selected a priori for analysis. The thin cirrus thermal
IR RTM is based on the delta-four stream (D4S) approximation
[24], [25], which accounts for ice crystal scattering to facilitate
high-spectral-resolution remote sensing of cirrus cloud τc in
AIRS data. The aforementioned retrieval methodologies [19],
[23] are applicable to AIRS data, but the issue of speed versus
accuracy must be addressed, particularly with regard to the
minimization approach.

All the aforementioned AIRS cirrus cloud retrieval programs
are time consuming. To investigate the problem of compu-
tational speed, a new cirrus cloud retrieval method based
on a k-coefficient approach using AIRS cloud-cleared radi-
ances (ACCRs) at AIRS/Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit
(AMSU) resolution as input has been developed. To facilitate
a more rapid retrieval using cloud-cleared radiances, a novel
k-coefficient cloud retrieval approach that separates clear and
cloudy radiances has been developed. This approach follows
up the heritage of the two-channel TIRW ( 3.7 and 10.9 μm)
correlation method [3], which has been applied to AVHRR data
with validation using collocated in situ and ground-based lidar
and radar measurements [26]–[31]. The two-channel TIRW
method has been implemented in the NPP cloud retrieval
chain for retrieving both daytime and nighttime cirrus cloud
parameters [11], [13]–[15]. In the present approach, the cirrus
cloudy radiance in the TIRW region is expressed as the sum of
the cloud emission and the transmitted below-cloud upwelling
radiance, which can be approximated by cloud-cleared radiance
due to negligible above-cloud water vapor emission/absorption.

This new approach has been tested against a more accurate
retrieval program which combines the D4S program with an
accurate and computationally efficient RTM, the Stand-alone
AIRS Radiative Transfer Algorithm (SARTA) [32]. The
SARTA is a narrow-band radiative transfer program and is
used in the AIRS physical retrieval program. It is specifically
designed to simulate clear-sky upwelling radiance at the top
of the atmosphere (TOA) for any given AIRS channel and
atmospheric profile. It effectively parameterizes atmospheric
transmittances in 100 pressure layers using the AIRS spectral
response functions measured during prelaunch testing [32],
[33]. This radiative transfer program includes surface and
atmospheric emission/absorption, as well as surface reflected
thermal and solar radiation terms.

The D4S for IR radiative transfer has been discussed in detail
[34]. It accounts for scattering/emission interaction within
each cirrus cloud layer based on prescribed ice crystal single-
scattering property models. For the execution of D4S, we
have incorporated the most updated high-resolution ice crystal
microphysics and thermal IR optical properties developed
by the MODIS algorithm group [35]. The TOA AIRS
spectral radiances for skies containing cirrus are evaluated
by convolving the clear-sky transmittances from SARTA and

cloudy layer transmittances/reflectances from D4S. Based on
the SARTA+D4S radiative transfer program, a cirrus cloud
retrieval scheme using a lookup-table approach was developed.
To demonstrate the performance of the retrieval method, it
is applied to a number of AIRS granules that contain cirrus
clouds. Recently, a fast IR RTM [36] based on a radiance-
tracing principle for overlapping cloudy conditions and a more
accurate IR RTM [37] based on the adding–doubling approach
have been developed.

The SARTA+D4S radiative transfer program is an accurate
method for the computation of AIRS cirrus cloudy spectra
for remote sensing applications. However, in the retrieval,
the SARTA model has to be repeatedly executed for each
atmospheric temperature/humidity profile associated with the
AMSU footprint. For efficient operational retrievals, it is desir-
able to reduce computations of atmospheric transmittance and
gaseous optical depths, and instead replace them with cloud-
cleared radiances, e.g., [38]. In the SARTA+D4S retrieval im-
plementation, cloudy (D4S) and clear (SARTA) transmittances
are convolved to produce cloudy radiances, and the retrieval
cannot be modified to incorporate cloud-cleared radiances.

The present approach fundamentally differs from previous
AIRS thermal IR retrieval/simulation approaches [16], [17],
[22], [23] in five aspects.

1) Clear radiance. Clear radiances in previous AIRS ther-
mal IR retrieval/simulation approaches have been com-
puted through clear-sky transmittances from a line-by-
line radiative transfer program [22], [39], SARTA [16],
[17], or OPTRAN [19], [23]. A method of AIRS cloud
retrievals directly using ACCRs has not been published to
date. According to Susskind et al. [38], the AIRS cloud-
clearing algorithm, as currently implemented, does not
generate cloud optical properties as a by-product.

2) Cloud radiative transfer program. Another significant
improvement is that an efficient k-coefficient parameter-
ization coupled with the D4S method is used. To date,
scattering effects for cirrus clouds with low and moderate
optical depths have been accounted for by the accurate,
yet computationally inefficient, discrete ordinate RTM
[22], a radiance-tracing parameterization approach [16],
[17], a single-scattering approximation [19], and the
D4S [23].

3) Microphysics and single-scattering models. Instead of
using the simplified Henyey–Greenstein phase function
[16], [17] or complicated size and shape models [19],
[23], we used the most updated ice crystal single-
scattering property models [35].

4) Reduction of the number of spectral channels. Previously
developed AIRS retrieval programs employed a large
number of cloud retrieval channels, sometimes number-
ing in the 100s. Notably, these programs employed a
790–970-cm−1 spectral region and used a slope method
to determine the effective particle size. The present cloud
retrieval program employs six AIRS channels charac-
terized by minimal water vapor absorption/emission be-
tween 766 and 832 cm−1 and is demonstrated to be
sensitive to both cirrus τc and De.
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5) Operational applicability. In contrast to the cumbersome
clear and cloudy radiative transfer calculations and the
use of hundreds of cloud retrieval channels in previous
approaches, the combination of the novel and computa-
tionally efficient k-coefficient approach with a direct use
of cloud-cleared radiances makes the retrieval program
potentially more suitable for operational applicability.

Overall, our purpose for developing a new RTM and pa-
rameterization is to show various possible approaches that
balance the needs of accuracy, precision, and computational
speed. Our primary objective is to construct an operationally
feasible retrieval program with optimal efficiency and accuracy,
utilizing cloud-cleared spectral radiances coupled with a fast
cloud radiative transfer program.

II. k-COEFFICIENT CIRRUS CLOUD RETRIEVAL METHOD

The theoretical basis of the k-coefficient cirrus cloud re-
trieval program has been previously established [3], [11]. Here,
we modify the retrieval methodology to be applicable to mul-
tiple channels. From the theory of radiative transfer, the up-
welling radiance at TOA may be expressed for the six selected
“clean” channels in terms of the cirrus cloud-top temperature
Tc and emissivities εn as follows:

Rn = (1− εn)Ran + εnBn(Tc), n = 1− 6 (1)

where Ran denotes the upwelling radiance reaching the cloud
base for the six spectral bands and Bn(Tc) is the respective
Planck function at Tc. The first term on the right-hand side
of (1) represents the contribution of the transmitted radiance
from below the cloud, and the second term denotes the emission
contribution from the cloud itself. The emission by water vapor
above the cirrus cloud has been neglected. Effects of cloud
reflectivity, which are generally less than 3% of the incident
radiance based on exact radiative transfer calculations, have
also been neglected. It must be pointed out that (1) is best
applicable to “clean” TIRW wavelengths, where the cloud-
base upwelling radiance can be approximated by the TOA
clear radiance because of the negligible above-cloud absorp-
tion/emission. For each selected channel n

εn = 1− exp(−knτ). (2)

The exponential term represents the effective transmissivity.
The parameter kn represents the effective extinction coeffi-
cients for the six channels accounting for the effects of multiple
scattering within cirrus clouds and for the ratios between visible
and IR extinction coefficients. Generally, kn < 1 because of the
effect of multiple scattering. Thus, the products knτ may be
considered as the effective optical depth that would yield the
same emissivity values as for the pure absorption conditions.

By combining (1) and (2), we obtain

− ln

[
Rn −Bn(Tc)

Ran −Bn(Tc)

]
= − ln(1− εn) = knτc. (3)

We then define the residual that is to be minimized in order to
solve for De and τc as

χij =

6∑
n=1

[− ln(1− εn)− knijτci]
2 (4)

where the subscripts i and j denote the index for reference τc
and De, respectively.

In the two-channel (AVHRR 3.7 and 10.9 μm) method for
retrieving cirrus cloud optical depth, particle size, and cloud
temperature, a third equation, in addition to (1) and (2), must
be added in order to close the equation system. To accomplish
this, an empirical relationship between cloud temperature and
cloud effective particle size had been introduced. In the current
retrieval approach, since the number of equations is more than
the number of unknowns, this relationship is no longer needed.
The k-coefficient approach and the split-window approach [8]
in PATMOS-x are similar. In the latter approach, IR emissivity
is parameterized in terms of the 11–12-μm k-coefficient ratio,
which, in turn, is evaluated based on the single-scattering
approximation [40], while the current approach computes the
k-coefficient for each channel computed based on the D4S
approximation. Sensitivity study on the accuracy of retrieved
cirrus cloud parameters has been performed in earlier works,
e.g., [11].

III. SARTA+D4S, SARTA+k-COEFFICIENT,
AND ACCR+k-COEFFICIENT APPROACHES

To retrieve cloud optical properties, a radiative transfer pa-
rameterization (the k-coefficient approach) following (1) and
(2) is used. To solve (1) for cloud optical properties, the clear
radiance Ran must be determined beforehand. This parameter
can be obtained either through SARTA computations using
AIRS retrieved temperature and moisture profiles or directly
from ACCRs. Because of SARTA’s time-consuming nature,
we use the ACCR. This cloud-cleared radiance is obtained
neither by searching neighboring clear radiances nor by directly
solving radiative transfer equations but by using both AMSU
and AIRS data following a residual minimization method. In
this paper, we test the new ACCR + k-coefficient approach
against SARTA+D4S and SARTA + k-coefficient approaches.

The theoretical basis of the SARTA+D4S retrieval program
is similar to that given in [19] and [23]. A cirrus layer is
characterized by τc at λ = 0.55 μm and De, which are key
parameters representing the scattering and absorption proper-
ties of a spectrum of ice crystal sizes and shapes. The thermal
IR cirrus cloud optical depth τν at a wavenumber ν can be
derived via the relationship τν = τc〈Qext,ν〉/2, where 〈Qext,ν〉
stands for the mean extinction efficiency for an AIRS chan-
nel. Assuming that each AIRS layer is homogeneous, the ice
crystal transmission is convolved with gaseous transmission as
follows: Tν = Tν,g · Tν,c, where Tν is the total transmittance at
the cloud layer, Tν,g is the effective gaseous transmittance at a
cloud layer computed from SARTA, and Tν,c is the cloud layer
transmittance computed from D4S. Following Liou et al. [24],
the delta-function adjustment has been applied to account for
the forward diffraction peak in the four-stream radiative transfer
approach to increase computational accuracy.
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Fig. 1. (a) Flowchart of the SARTA+D4S retrieval program. (b) Flowchart of
the SARTA + k-coefficient retrieval program. (c) Flowchart of the ACCR + k-
coefficient retrieval program.

The SARTA+D4S retrieval program is illustrated by the
flowchart shown in Fig. 1(a). The AIRS Level 1B (L1B)
and Level 2 (L2) data sets are processed to generate input
atmospheric temperature and humidity profiles and surface
reflective and emissive properties in the radiance temperature
profile data format. Cloud-top temperature is extracted from
the AIRS L2 Standard product to represent the cirrus vertical
location in the atmosphere, and a single-layer cloud is assumed
herein, although in principle, it can be modified to include

multiple cloud layers. To construct lookup tables, D4S is used
to compute cloud transmittances for 50 reference τc’s (between
0.2 and 10, Δτc = 0.2) and 18 reference De’s (between 10
and 180 μm, ΔDe = 10 μm) at the six selected channels.
After convolving cloud transmittances with effective gaseous
transmittances, the six-channel cirrus TOA spectral radiances
are computed by using the SARTA. The six-channel residual,
which is defined as the square sum of the difference between
computed and measured radiances, is minimized with respect
to τc and De to search for the solution of both cloud parameters
that is associated with the minimum residuals. The procedure
of minimization is similar to the steepest descent method [12]
and is applied to cirrus clouds with optical depth less than 10.

The k-coefficient approach is implemented in two retrieval
programs using different input clear radiances: 1) based on
SARTA computations (SARTA + k-coefficient) and 2) based
on ACCRs (ACCR + k-coefficient). These retrieval programs
are illustrated by the flowcharts shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c). The
SARTA + k-coefficient and SARTA+D4S programs follow the
same procedure to generate spectral clear radiances Ran. In
the ACCR + k-coefficient program, as shown in the flowchart
of Fig. 1(c), we replace SARTA computed clear radiance with
ACCR in the retrieval program.

The ice water path (IWP ) is obtained from AIRS retrieval
results of τc and De. To obtain a representative IWP , we have
followed a parameterization approach [41] in which τc, IWP ,
and re(= 1/2De) for cirrus clouds are related by the following
equation:

τc = IWP
(
e0 + e1/re + e2/r

2
e

)
(5)

where e0, e1, e2 are the fitting coefficients, which are deter-
mined from thousands of ice crystal size distributions collected
by airborne in situ sampling over midlatitude and tropical
areas, along with the parameterization of the single-scattering
properties using the data compiled by Liou et al. [42]. IWPs
are determined using the aforementioned parameterization for
pixels that were identified as ice clouds based on the MODIS
thermal IR cloud phase mask program.

IV. CIRRUS CLOUD SINGLE-SCATTERING PROPERTIES

The cirrus cloud single-scattering properties, including
single-scattering albedo (ω0), asymmetry factor (g), and ex-
tinction efficiency (Qext), which are required for computing
cloud layer transmittances, are computed based on a database
for ice clouds [35]. This ice crystal size and shape database is
designed for application to the retrieval of ice crystal properties
in the midwave IR (2000–3250 cm−1), IR (660–2000 cm−1),
and far IR (100 to 660 cm−1) spectral regions, and the first
two ranges encompass the AIRS spectral range. An ice crystal
scattering property archive has been constructed for a variety of
ice crystal shapes, including droxtals (approximating spheres),
plates, hollow and solid columns, 3-D bullet rosettes, and
aggregates. The database is based on a single size-dependent
ice crystal shape mixture model. The database provides bulk
single-scattering properties for 18 reference De’s. No bulk
ice crystal single-scattering phase function is needed in the
D4S calculations since the D4S method only requires the g
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Fig. 2. (a) Single-scattering albedo, (b) asymmetry factor, and (c) extinction
efficiency versus wavenumber from 500 to 3000 cm−1 as functions of the
18 reference De’s.

value. Linear interpolation has been applied in the wavenumber
dimension to compute ice crystal single-scattering properties
for the 2378 AIRS channel wavenumbers.

Fig. 2(a)–(c) shows ω0, g, and Qext versus the wavenumber
from 500 to 3000 cm−1 as functions of the 18 reference De’s.
It is noted that all three single-scattering parameters depend on
the wavenumber and are sensitive to De. The plots contain a
variety of spectral structure. It is also noted that ω0 decreases
with increasing De due to increased cloud particle absorption
for ν > 1000 cm−1. However, for ν < 1000 cm−1, ω0 increases
with increasing De due to the dominating effect of Rayleigh
scattering. The asymmetry factor g ranges between 0.7 and 0.98
and increases with increasing De subject to increasing fraction
of forward scattering. The extinction efficiency Qext decreases
with increasing De except for 800 < ν < 1150 cm−1. The
minima of ω0 and Qext and the small peaks of g near 920 cm−1

are caused by the so-called Christiansen effect [43], [44]. At
this wavenumber, the real part of the refractive index of ice
approaches a minimal value (∼1.0873) so that the scattering
effect is small, leading to minimum ω0 and Qext, and the

Fig. 3. (Blue color) Clear and (red color) cloudy spectra simulated by the
SARTA+D4S program for a set of input temperature and humidity profiles
that are close to the U.S. Standard climatological profiles with a cloud-top
temperature of 233 K, τc = 1, and De = 40 μm.

Fig. 4. Sensitivity of AIRS cloudy spectral radiances to τc in terms of the
difference between clear and cloudy radiances [ΔR(ν)] plotted versus the
wavenumber as functions of optical depths with De=40 μm and Tc=233 K.

forward scattering (transmitted) fraction is increased, leading
to a locally maximum g. The Christiansen effect is particularly
prominent for smaller ice crystal sizes, and therefore, it results
in the high sensitivity of ω0 and Qext to De for wavenumbers
between 700 and 1100 cm−1.

The atmospheric temperature, water vapor and ozone pro-
files, and surface properties, including surface IR emissivity and
reflectivity, are taken for input to the SARTA from the Version 5
(V5) AIRS L2 Standard and Support retrieval product data sets.
Fig. 3 shows the clear (blue) and cloudy (red) spectra simulated
by the SARTA+D4S program for a set of input temperature and
humidity profiles that are similar to the U.S. Standard climato-
logical profiles with a cloud-top temperature of 233 K, a visible
τc of 1, and a De of 40 μm. Clear and cloudy spectra can differ
by as much as 20 mW/m2/cm−1/sr for wavenumbers between
700 and 1000 cm−1. Fig. 4 shows the sensitivity of AIRS cloudy
spectral radiances to τc, where differences between clear and
cloudy radiances [ΔR(ν)] are plotted versus the wavenumber
as functions of τc with De = 40 μm and Tc = 233 K. For
a typical cirrus cloud (τc = 5), ΔR(ν) can reach as high as
60 mW/m2/cm−1/sr. There is a significant cloud sensitivity
occurring near ν = 800 cm−1 for τc = 1, where the deriva-
tive ΔR(ν)/Δτc ∼ −30 mW/m2/cm−1/sr. The sensitivity is
lower for strong water vapor absorbing channels (ν = 1300−
2100 cm−1). Fig. 5 shows the sensitivity of AIRS cloudy
spectral radiances to De, where the difference between cloudy
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity of AIRS cloudy spectral radiances to De in terms of the
difference between cloudy radiances for De = 40 μm and other De’s plotted
versus wavenumbers between 500 and 3000 cm−1 as functions of De with
τc = 2 and Tc = 233 K.

radiances for De = 40 μm and other De’s are plotted versus the
wavenumber between 500 and 3000 cm−1 as functions of De

with τc = 2 and Tc = 233 K. It is shown that R(ν) increases
as De increases for 700 cm−1 < ν < 900 cm−1, and R(ν) de-
creases as De increases for 900 cm−1 < ν < 1200 cm−1. Peak
cloud sensitivity occurs near ν = 800 and 1000 cm−1, where
ΔR(ν)/ΔDe ∼ −0.06 and +0.06 mW/m2/cm−1/sr/μm, re-
spectively, which resemble the spectra shown in [22].

V. SELECTION OF RETRIEVAL CHANNELS

For operational applicability, it is desirable to select the
minimum number of channels with optimal retrieval accuracy.

In view of the fact that the slope of the IR brightness
temperature spectrum between 790 and 960 cm−1 is sensitive
to the effective particle size and that a strong sensitivity of
the IR brightness temperature to cloud optical thickness is
noted at wavenumbers between 1050 and 1250 cm−1 [22],
we examined the sensitivity of spectral radiances to τc and
De for these spectral regions based on simulation results from
SARTA+D4S. Since Figs. 4 and 5 show that radiances for 760–
840 cm−1 are sensitive to τc from 0 to 5 and to De between
10 and 180 μm, respectively, we choose to use radiances for
760–840 cm−1 to carry out retrievals. By examining the SARTA
spectra for 760–840 cm−1, we identified six channels: 766,
781, 795, 811, 817, and 832 cm−1, which are characterized by
minimal water vapor absorption/emission and high sensitivity
to ω0 and Qext, consequently sensitive to De, and their spectral
locations are denoted by green vertical lines in Fig. 3. The
minimal water vapor absorption is about the same for both
760–840 cm−1 and 1050–1250 cm−1, and the CO2 absorption
for 760–840 cm−1 is also minimal [45].

Below, we demonstrate the effectiveness of using the six se-
lected channels for the purpose of cloud retrievals. In the mod-
ified OPTRAN+single-scattering approach [46], 14 channels
have been selected: 811, 817, 832, 843, 861, 873, 892, 899, 915,
961, 964, 1079, 1096, and 1127 cm−1. The derivative of the
brightness temperatures for these channels with respect to the
wavenumber has been found to be sensitive to De, particularly
for small ice crystals. We have executed the retrieval programs
using both the 14-channel and the six-channel sets (totaling

17 channels, with three overlapping channels). Retrieval results
show that the τc mean and root mean square (rms) differences
are small (0.031 and 0.19), with a high correlation of coeffi-
cient of 0.987. However, the 17-channel retrieval produced less
retrievable De’s than the 6-channel approach, with a mean bias
of about 3 μm and rms differences of 10 μm. These differences
are presumably caused by the fact that radiances for 1050–
1250 cm−1 are less sensitive to De for De > 40 μm. We
will further investigate the inclusion of radiances for 1050–
1250 cm−1 in our future application of the retrieval algorithm.

VI. APPLICATION TO AIR GRANULES

CONTAINING CIRRUS

The similarities and differences between the SARTA+D4S,
SARTA + k-coefficient, and ACCR + k-coefficient retrieval
approaches are demonstrated with observed AIRS scenes. The
Standard L2 cloud products, including cloud height, tempera-
ture, and cloud fraction [46]–[51], and the surface and atmo-
spheric properties, such as temperature, water vapor, surface
skin temperature, and emissivity [52], [53], have been the
subject of many validation studies. Cirrus is identified based on
the ad hoc threshold of Tc < 243 K, and a more detailed phase
algorithm is under development [54], [55]. Also, retrieved τc
and De are quantitatively compared with collocated MODIS
retrieval products. Sensitivity studies on the performance of
the k-coefficient method subject to uncertainty in the assumed
cloud microphysics model have been performed and reported in
earlier published works, e.g., [11].

A. Differences Between SARTA+D4S, SARTA+k-Coefficient,
and ACCR+k-Coefficient

We start with the analysis of an Aqua overpass in Mongolia
and North Central China on Oct 17, 2006, at 0617 Coordinated
University Time (UTC) (AIRS Granule #63) and over Siberia
at 0623 UTC (AIRS Granule #64). The MODIS true color [see
Fig. 6(a) and (b)], 1.38-μm reflectance [see Fig. 6(c)], cloud
phase mask [see Fig. 6(d)], and cloud-top temperature images
[see Fig. 6(e)] for 0620 and 0625 UTC are collocated with
AIRS granules #63 and #64, respectively. For 0620 UTC, the
true-color image and the 1.38-μm reflectance maps show a few
large patches of cirrus clouds in an east–west streaking pattern
over the Inner Mongolia region, and a large area of cloudiness
is present over North Central China. The MODIS cloud
phase mask [see Fig. 6(d)] shows that the majority of cloudy
pixels are cirrus clouds, consistent with the 1.38-μm cirrus
cloud reflectance map. The cloud-top temperature maps [see
Fig. 6(e)] for areas masked as opaque cirrus and mixed-phase
clouds are generally lower than 220 and 240 K, respectively,
further confirming that these areas contain cirrus clouds. For
0625 UTC, a large patch of stratiform clouds covers Central
Siberia [see Fig. 6(b)]. The 1.38-μm reflectance [see Fig. 6(c)],
cloud phase maps [see Fig. 6(d)], and preponderance of cloud-
top temperatures < 240 K indicate that this patch is mostly
opaque cirrus clouds with scattered mixed-phase clouds.

Fig. 7(a) shows an image of the AIRS channel 760 (11.1 μm;
900.562 cm−1) brightness temperatures. The coastline of south-
ern China, Hainan Island, and Bangladesh is shown near the
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Fig. 6. (a) and (b) MODIS true color, (c) 1.38-μm cirrus cloud reflectance, (d) cloud phase mask, and (e) cloud-top temperature images for October 17,
2006, at 0620 and 0625 UTC collocated with AIRS granules #63 and #64. Cloud-type indices for (d) are the following: 0 = clear, 1 = opaque water cloud,
2 = opaque ice cloud, 3 = mixed-phase cloud, 4 = nonopaque ice cloud, 5 = nonopaque water cloud, and 6 = uncertain.

Fig. 7. (a) Image of AIRS channel 760 (11.1 μm; 900.562 cm−1) brightness temperatures, (b) image of cloud-top temperature, and (c)–(e) SARTA+D4S
retrieved τc, De, and IWP , respectively.

bottom of the image. The brightness temperature distribution
shown in Fig. 7(a) is consistent with cloud patterns shown
in Fig. 6. Fig. 7(b) shows the distribution of AIRS-derived

cloud-top temperatures. The cloud-top temperatures are re-
ported at AMSU resolution (V5). The data-void regions around
40–45◦ N and around 60◦ N are clear sky according to AIRS.
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Fig. 8. (a)–(c) SARTA + k-coefficient retrieved τc, De, and IWP , respectively, and (d)–(f) the distribution of the same three cloud parameters as (a)–(c) from
ACCR + k-coefficient retrievals.

Cloud-top temperatures for cloudy areas north of 30◦ N are
generally lower than 240 K, confirming that these cloudy areas
likely contain ice clouds (also see the MODIS phase mask).
Cloudy areas south of 30◦ N are low clouds, except for a small
patch near 112◦ E.

Fig. 7(c)–(e) shows the SARTA+D4S retrieved τc, re, and
IWP , respectively. SARTA+D4S retrieves cloud parameters
for footprints between 30◦ and 40◦ N and north of 45◦ N. The
values of τc are mostly < 4, except for a few patches with τc
as high as 7. The re’s are mostly between 10 and 40 μm, with
scattered larger values as high as 70 μm. The distribution of
IWP is closer to that of τc than re with larger IWP values
corresponding to larger τc values. For the cloud patch between
30 and 40◦ N, re’s are smaller around cloud edges than cloud-
center areas. Larger re’s near the center of clouds correspond
to larger τc. The IWPs are mostly less than 60 g · m−2, except
for a few patches with associated IWPs reaching as high as
120 g · m−2. The maximum value of IWP reaches beyond
200 g · m−2 as shown for a few scattered footprints.

Fig. 8(a)–(c) shows the SARTA+k-coefficient retrieved τc,
re, and IWP , respectively, and Fig. 8(d)–(f) shows the dis-
tribution of the same three cloud parameters from ACCR+
k-coefficient retrievals. The distribution pattern and the range of
cloud parameters are very similar to those from SARTA+D4S
retrievals shown in Fig. 7(c)–(e). However, differences exist be-
tween images of the same cloud parameter due to uncertainties
in the parameterized cloudy radiances from the k-coefficient ap-

proach and in the cloud-cleared radiances. To further compare
the performance of the three retrieval programs, Fig. 9(a)–(c)
shows the scatter plots of SARTA+k-coefficient versus
SARTA+D4S retrieved cloud parameters, and Fig. 9(d)–(f)
shows the scatter plots of ACCR+k-coefficient versus
SARTA+k-coefficient retrieved cloud parameters. Correlations
for τc, re, and IWP between the three approaches are char-
acterized by small mean and rms differences. Between the
SARTA+D4S and SARTA + k-coefficient approaches, mean
differences for τc, re, and IWP are 0.0884 (∼2%), 0.129 μm
(∼0.4%), and −1.37 g · m−2 (∼−1%), respectively, and these
are very small differences. However, the rms differences for the
three cloud parameters in the same order are 0.428 (∼10%),
7.39 μm (∼25%), and 11.5 g · m−2 (∼12%). These larger rms
values are caused by differences between the cloudy radiances
simulated by the SARTA+D4S and SARTA + k-coefficient
programs. Between the SARTA + k-coefficient and ACCR +
k-coefficient approaches, the mean differences for τc, re, and
IWP are 0.0285 (∼0.7%), −0.2 μm (∼−0.7%), and 1.38 g ·
m−2 (∼−1%), respectively. However, the rms differences for
the three cloud parameters in the same order are 0.405
(∼10%), 15.9 μm (∼50%), and 20.8 g · m−2 (∼20%). These
rms values reflect the differences between SARTA-simulated
and cloud-cleared radiances obtained during the AIRS
retrieval [56].

The scatter plots for τc and re have the highest and lowest
correlations, respectively. Fig. 9(a) and (d) shows that the
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Fig. 9. (a)–(c) Scatter plots of SARTA + k-coefficient versus SARTA+D4S retrieved τc, De, and IWP and (d)–(f) scatter plots of ACCR + k-coefficient
versus SARTA + k-coefficient retrieved cloud parameters. COT and EPS in the labels denote τc and De, respectively.

correlation coefficient is high (∼0.94) for τc, while Fig. 9(b)
and (e) shows lower correlation coefficients for De. This
behavior is expected since the spectral radiances for the
six selected channels are more sensitive to τc than to re.
As discussed earlier, the peak ΔR(ν)/Δτc is approximately
−30 mW/m2/cm−1/sr, but the peak ΔR(ν)/ΔDe is approx-
imately −0.06 /m2/cm−1/sr/μm at 800 cm−1. Therefore, the
same differences in simulated radiances lead to better corre-
lation in retrieved τc than in re. The correlation coefficients
for IWP are in between those for τc and re. The retrieval
performance of other AIRS granules has also been examined,
and results are nearly identical as those shown in Fig. 9. Overall,
Fig. 9 shows that the faster k-coefficient method using cloud-
cleared radiances as input can achieve an accuracy comparable
to that of the more time-consuming SARTA+D4S method. The
retrievals from the faster k-coefficient method may be “nois-
ier,” but the scatter is essentially Gaussian. This pattern will
facilitate the compilation of a long-term cloud climatology. It
is estimated that the SARTA+D4S and SARTA + k-coefficient
approaches consume about the same amount of CPU time
(∼1 s per 3 × 3 AIRS footprints on a Silicon Mechanics work-
station with an Intel 2.66-GHz processor), but the ACCR + k-
coefficient approach is faster than the two approaches by about
10% CPU time. This reduction may seem small. However, we
suspect that the potential reduction may actually be larger if
the cloud scattering and retrieval computations are optimized

since these components are much more time consuming than
the clear-sky SARTA calculation.

B. Comparison With MODIS and CALIPSO/CloudSat Results

Having shown the consistency between the three retrieval
approaches, we will demonstrate the accuracy of the ACCR +
k-coefficient approach. AIRS retrieval results were compared
with collocated MODIS/Aqua cloud products. Fig. 10(a) and
(b) shows the images of filtered ACCR + k-coefficient retrieved
τc and re, and Fig. 10(c) and (d) shows the images of filtered
MODIS cloud parameters. To obtain these images, the MODIS
granules are collocated to AIRS granules, and MODIS cloud
parameters are averaged over collocated AIRS footprints using
the methodology of Schreier et al. [57]. Our validation effort
focused on the comparison of retrieved cloud parameters for
footprint-overcast semitransparent optically thin cirrus clouds,
so the effect of partial cloudiness within the AIRS footprint
is minimal. For this reason, we have filtered out collocated
AIRS and MODIS footprints for which MODIS cloud fraction
<80%, τc > 10, and Tc > 243 K. For a partially cloudy AIRS
footprint, the MODIS τc is based on averaging the τc of MODIS
cloudy pixels.

Fig. 10(a) and (c) shows that AIRS τc’s are mostly smaller
than MODIS values. Possible explanations for this difference
are given hereinafter. Collocated MODIS and CALIPSO cirrus
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Fig. 10. (a) and (b) Filtered ACCR + k-coefficient retrieved τc and De. (c) and (d) Same as (a) and (b) except for cloud parameters from MODIS cloud product.

τc’s have been compared, and MODIS archived τc’s are about
twice as large as CALIPSO values for thin cirrus clouds [58].
Currently, investigations on the cause of this difference are
in progress. The CALIPSO τc may be biased low given the
uncertainty in the multiple scattering factor [59]. On the one
hand, filtered MODIS footprints may still contain effects of
underlying low clouds that cause a high τc bias. On the other
hand, because the relationship between spectral radiances and
τc is nonlinear [60], the AIRS τc may be smaller than the
arithmetically averaged MODIS τc within the collocated AIRS
footprint. It is also possible that, for AIRS footprints with
MODIS cloud fraction less than 100%, the AIRS τc may be
biased lower due to the contribution of clear-sky radiance.
Finally, for the condition of high semitransparent ice cloud
overlying low-level water cloud, the true τc for the upper ice
cloud can be obtained by replacing Ran by the Planck function
Bn(Tcb) in (3), where Tcb is the cloud-top temperature of the
low cloud [27]. Thus, AIRS τc based on (3) using Ran could be
biased higher. However, we expect this bias to be small because,
for a large part of multilayer cloudy conditions, the low-level
clouds are stratus which are close to the surface, implying that
Bn(Tcb) is close to Ran [61]. The domain-mean MODIS τc
(5.0) is more than twice as large as the AIRS mean value (1.9).

After filtering out heterogeneous AIRS pixels, the AIRS re
(mean = 30.2 μm) is shown to be larger than MODIS/Aqua
values (mean = 21.3 μm). A possible reason for this difference
may arise due to the fact that AIRS samples the midcloud region
and MODIS/Aqua samples the upper portion of the cloud [62].

TABLE I
MEAN AND RMS DIFFERENCES AND CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR

AIRS AND MODIS COMPARISON OF τc AND re FOR OCTOBER 17, 2006
AT 0617 UTC (SCENE A) AND OCTOBER 23, 2007

AT 0515 UTC (SCENE B)

For typical cirrus clouds, De’s are stratified with cloud-top val-
ues typically smaller than cloud-base values. It is also demon-
strated that, by analyzing three MODIS cases and employing
the differential absorption characteristics of MODIS 1.64, 2.13,
and 3.75 μm band reflectances, the averages of the retrieved
cloud-top and cloud-base re’s, approximating midcloud values,
are, in general, larger than MODIS re by 0–30 μm.

We have examined additional two AIRS granules (#52 and
#53) for the MODIS/Aqua flight over Northeast Asia around
0515 UTC on Oct 23, 2007. The MODIS true-color composite
image and cloud mask result displays a large area of stratiform
cirrus clouds over Eastern Siberia. We have compared AIRS
and MODIS retrieved τc and re subject to the same filtering
procedure as described earlier. As in the case of October 17,
2006, the domain-mean MODIS τc (5.0) is more than twice
as large as the AIRS mean value (1.54), while the AIRS re
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Fig. 11. (a) Result of cloud-type mask derived from the vertical feature mask obtained from Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization/CALIPSO
polarized echoes. Cirrus clouds are identified as red. (b) Comparison of (blue) AIRS and (red) CALIPSO column optical depths. (c) Comparison of (red) AIRS
re with CloudSat (green) vertically averaged and (blue) cloud-top re.

(mean = 39.2 m) is shown to be larger than MODIS/Aqua
values (mean = 29.6 m). Table I gives the mean and rms
differences and correlation coefficients for AIRS and MODIS
comparison of τc and re for October 17, 2006 at 0617 UTC
(Scene A) and October 23, 2007 at 0515 UTC (Scene B). For
each scene and each cloud parameter, the rms difference is a
little larger than the mean difference. Note that the correlation
coefficients are all above 0.6, indicating that, although there are
some differences between AIRS and MODIS retrieved cloud
parameters, the two retrievals are well correlated.

The AIRS retrieval results were also compared with col-
located CALIPSO and CloudSat cloud products. Fig. 11(a)
shows the result of cloud-type mask versus latitude derived
from the vertical feature mask obtained from CALIPSO polar-
ized echoes. Cirrus clouds (red) are identified using the lidar
depolarization technique. The cloud-type mask result indicates
that there are thin cirrus clouds from 32◦ N to 40◦ N and from
45◦ N to 60◦ N between 6 and 12 km. Fig. 11(b) shows the
comparison between the AIRS and CALIPSO retrieved τc’s; the
latter is extracted from the CALIPSO Level 2 5-km version 3.01
data product. The AIRS τc compare well with the CALIPSO
τc for single-layer cirrus clouds from 32◦ N to 40◦ N and

from 45◦ N to 53◦ N. However, the AIRS τc’s are generally
smaller than the CALIPSO τc from 55◦ N to 60◦ N, where
the cloud-type mask shows cirrus clouds overlapping low-level
clouds. Fig. 11(c) shows the comparison between the AIRS
and CloudSat retrieved vertically averaged and cloud-top re’s.
The vertically resolved cloud effective particle sizes derived
from the cloud profiling radar (CPR) backscatter data have
been archived in the 2B-CWC-RO data product, where “CWC-
RO” means Radar-Only Cloud Water Content. The AIRS re’s
are generally smaller than both sets of CloudSat re. There are
two reasons for these differences. The first is that the Cloud
Profiling Radar on board CloudSat tends to detect moderately
thick cirrus with large cloud particle sizes [63], and the second
is the AIRS retrieval uncertainty due to the averaging effect of
the larger AIRS footprint.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have developed a cloud-radiative transfer program that
combines D4S radiative transfer module with the currently
operational SARTA, designed both for accuracy and compu-
tational efficiency of AIRS geophysical retrievals. The most
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updated high-resolution ice crystal microphysics and thermal
IR optical properties have been incorporated. Based on the
SARTA+D4S radiative transfer program, a cirrus cloud re-
trieval scheme was developed using a lookup-table method and
a residual minimization scheme. To directly use ACCRs so that
repeated executions of SARTA can be skipped during retrieval
processing, an alternative k-coefficient approach was developed
based on radiative transfer parameterizations.

The theoretical basis of the k-coefficient retrieval program
has been established. The retrieval methodology was modified
to be applicable to multiple hyperspectral AIRS channels. Six
AIRS channels were selected with minimal water vapor absorp-
tion/emission between 766 and 832 cm−1. Spectral radiances
for these channels are shown to be sensitive to τc and De.
For each selected channel, the thermal IR emissivity is param-
eterized in terms of τc and a parameter k, which represents
the effective extinction coefficients accounting for the effects
of multiple scattering within cirrus clouds and for the ratios
between visible and IR extinction coefficients.

The capability of SARTA+D4S, SARTA + k-coefficient,
and ACCR + k-coefficient approaches is demonstrated by us-
ing AIRS L1B and L2 data sets. A case of AIRS/MODIS/Aqua
overflight over North Central China and Mongolia on Octo-
ber 17, 2006 at 0617–0625 UTC is analyzed, covering two
AIRS granules, where a few large patches of cirrus clouds for
study were identified by examining both AIRS and collocated
MODIS images. The SARTA+D4S retrieved τc, De, and IWP
images show that reasonable values are obtained in this scene.

The distribution pattern and the range of cloud parameters
from both SARTA + k-coefficient and ACCR + k-coefficient
approaches are very similar to those from SARTA+D4S re-
trievals, with differences due to uncertainties in the parame-
terized cloudy radiances from the k-coefficient approach and
in the cloud-cleared radiances. Scatter plots of results from
the three approaches indicate good correlations between the
approaches for all cloud parameters. The coefficients of corre-
lation for τc are higher than for De since the spectral radiances
for the selected six channels show better sensitivity to τc than
to De. Optimal channel choices based on information theory
principles that maximize sensitivity to effective diameter and
optical thickness, e.g., [64], warrant further investigation.

We also demonstrate the operational applicability of the
ACCR + k-coefficient approach by selectively comparing its
retrieval results with collocated MODIS/Aqua, CALIPSO, and
CloudSat thin cirrus cloud products. The distribution patterns
of AIRS and MODIS τc’s are qualitatively similar, with AIRS
τc generally smaller than MODIS values, and AIRS re’s are
generally larger than MODIS/Aqua values. Reasons for these
differences were discussed. AIRS retrieved τc’s for a few of
the areas of thin cirrus are comparable with CALIPSO τc, and
AIRS retrieved re is lower than that of CloudSat, which is
expected since the CPR tends to miss small cloud particles.

Overall, the present study gives the most detailed compar-
ison to date on various AIRS retrieval approaches, includ-
ing SARTA+D4S, SARTA + k-coefficient, and ACCR + k-
coefficient methods, and it also quantifies the balance between
accuracy and efficiency, as compared with previously devel-
oped approaches, which are more focused on sensitivity studies

with demonstrations of operational applicability. Moreover, no
one has presented a method of AIRS cloud retrievals using
cloud-cleared radiances. The present study demonstrates that
the ACCR + k-coefficient approach is a reliable alternative,
which takes advantage of the available cloud-cleared AIRS
radiances, reduces computational expense, and offers an effi-
cient and reasonably accurate cirrus cloud retrieval alternative
for hyperspectral IR observations. For the generation of an
accurate climate data record, the SARTA+D4S is a very good
tool. However, for the generation of a long-term global cloud
climatology, the ACCR + k-coefficient approach may offer an
important advance.
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